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Abstract
The World Bank's influential Doing Business Report (DBR) has been a key platform for the American-driven dissemination of global norms of good corporate governance. A prominent part of the DBR is the related party transactions (RPT) index, which ranks 190 jurisdictions from around the world on the quality of their laws regulating RPTs. According to the RPT Index, the regulation of RPTs in Commonwealth Asia's most important economies is stellar. In the 2018 RPT Index, Singapore ranked 1 st , Hong Kong and Malaysia tied for 3 rd , and India came in at 20th. However, despite the uniformly high RPT Index scores in all of Commonwealth Asia's most important economies, empirical, case-study, and anecdotal evidence overwhelmingly suggests that there are in practice significant inter-jurisdictional and intra-jurisdictional differences in the actual function and regulation of RPTs in Commonwealth Asia.
In this article, we assert that the conspicuous gap between what the RPT Index suggests should be occurring and what is actually occurring in Commonwealth Asia exists because it fails to capture the complexity of RPTs in three respects, which we term: (1) regulatory complexity; (2) shareholder complexity; and, (3) normative complexity. First, it appears that the RPT Index overly emphasizes the role played by a jurisdiction's formal corporate and securities laws in determining the effectiveness of its RPT regulation, and it fails to pay due regard to its corporate culture and rule of law norms in determining the efficiency of its RPT regulation. Second, the RPT Index erroneously assumes that controlling shareholders are a homogeneous group driven by similar incentives. Third, the general assumption that RPTs per se are evidence of defective corporate governance and that stricter regulation of RPTs consequently equates to "good law" is erroneous.
Introduction
Two decades ago, within the blink of an eye, the Asian Financial Crisis pushed many of Asia's miracle economies to the brink of collapse. In the postmortem, the proclivity of Asia's controlling shareholders to engage in wealth tunneling through related party transactions (RPTs) 1 was identified as a seminal cause of the Crisis. 2 Although Asia has since recovered and emerged as the engine of global economic growth, the corporate governance norms and mechanisms developed in the years following the Crisis -including prominently the regulation of RPTs -have come to define global corporate governance. 3 The World Bank's influential Doing Business Report (DBR) has been a key platform for the American-driven dissemination of global norms of good corporate governance. 4 The DBR sets global standards for good corporate governance and motivates jurisdictions to adopt them by publicizing yearly rankings of jurisdictional compliance with these norms. A prominent part of the DBR is the RPT Index, which ranks 190 jurisdictions from around the world on the quality of their laws regulating RPTs. 5 The World Bank views the RPT Index as a critically important 1 A Related Party Transaction (RPT) is a term used to refer to a transaction between a corporation and a counterparty who has some relationship with the corporation. Normally, for a counterparty to be considered a "related party," it must have influence over the corporation's decision-making process or access to corporate information which is unavailable to an arm's length counterparty. 2 One study explains that corporate governance played an important role in determining the extent to which countries suffered from the economic downturn. It found that in countries with weak legal institutions and limited minority investor protection, controlling shareholders and managers were able to tunnel wealth out of the companies that led to the expropriation of minority shareholders. Simon Johnson et al., Corporate Governance in the Asian Financial Crisis, 58 J. FINAN. ECON. 141 (2000) . The 2018 DBR is the 15 th Edition of the DBR. According to the World Bank "The objectives of [the DBR] are as clear as they are ambitious: to inform the design of reforms and motivate these reforms through country benchmarking". The academic importance of the DBR has been significant as "over 3,000 peer-reviewed academic papers and another 7,000 working papers have been written using the [DBR data]": WORLD BANK, DOING BUSINESS 2018: REFORMING TO CREATE JOBS iv (2018), http://www.doingbusiness.org/~/media/WBG/DoingBusiness/Documents/Annual-Reports/English/DB2018-Full-Report.pdf (last visited Jan. 9, 2019) (2018 DBR). All data used in the 2018 DBR are from June 2017. Id. at tbl. 8.1 note. An online version of the 2018 DBR (2018 DBR Online) which includes additional information and data is available at WORLD BANK, DOING BUSINESS 2018: REFORMING TO CREATE JOBS (ONLINE), http://www.doingbusiness.org/reports/global-reports/doing-business-2018 (last visited Jan. 9, 2019) (2018 DBR Online). 5 In this article, we refer to the DBR's "Extent of Conflict of Interest Regulation Index" as the "Related Party Transaction Index" (RPT Index). We have done this because it provides a more accurate description of what corporate governance metric and policy promotion tool as it "focuses on one of the most serious breaches of good corporate governance around the world: the related-party transaction." 6 The RPT Index is built on the assumption that "good law" places more onerous disclosure and approval requirements on companies that engage in RPTs (ex ante controls) and makes it easier to hold controlling directors liable for self-dealing (ex post controls). 7 Put simply, the RPT Index assumes that the stricter the formal legal controls on RPTs the better. 8 The World Bank suggests that the payoffs for jurisdictions with "good law" that strictly regulate RPTs are substantial. It posits that jurisdictions with "good law" will have more minority shareholders as they will be better protected against controlling shareholders and directors extracting private benefits of control. 9 In turn, companies will have more dispersed shareholder ownership, which will ultimately produce "larger equity markets that increase the ability of companies to raise the capital needed to grow, innovate, diversify and compete". 10 Conversely, the World Bank suggests that in jurisdictions with "bad law" that loosely regulate RPTs, "investors may be reluctant to invest, unless they become controlling shareholders".
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The World Bank considers this to be problematic as it assumes that controlling shareholders may stifle investment in equity markets by using RPTs to expropriate corporate value from minority shareholders by extracting private benefits of control. 12 Thus, according to the World Bank, strictly regulating RPTs to reduce private benefits of control is critical to the success of a jurisdiction's equity markets and economic development. 13 By this measure, Commonwealth Asia appears to be a corporate governance utopia. According to the RPT Index, the regulation of RPTs in Commonwealth Asia's most important the index measures and the label is more consistent with the existing literature. For an overview of the RPT Index and its components, see WORLD BANK, supra note 4, at 92 tbl. 8.10, 93-94. The precise manner in which the RPT Index is constructed and a record and timeline of the legal reforms made in each jurisdiction since the first DBR related to the RPT Index are available at WORLD BANK, PROTECTING MINORITY SHAREHOLDERS: DOING BUSINESS REFORMS, http://www.doingbusiness.org/data/exploretopics/protectingminority-investors/reforms (last visited Feb. 18, 2019). 6 WORLD BANK, PROTECTING MINORITY SHAREHOLDERS: FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS, http://www.doingbusiness.org/data/exploretopics/protecting-minority-investors/faq (last visited Jan. 9, 2019). 7 WORLD BANK, supra note 4, at 91-94. 8 According to the DBR Online, the RPT Index ranges from 0 to 10, with higher values indicating stronger regulation of RPTs: WORLD BANK, PROTECTING MINORITY SHAREHOLDERS METHODOLOGY, http://www.doingbusiness.org/Methodology/Protecting-Minority-Investors (last visited Jan. 9, 2019). A jurisdiction's score on the RPT Index will increase if it reforms its law to place more onerous disclosure and approval requirements on companies that engage in RPTs (ex ante controls) and/or make it easier to hold controlling directors liable for self-dealing (ex post controls). Conversely, there are no measures in the RPT Index in which a jurisdiction's score would decrease if it instituted stricter ex ante or ex post controls on RPTs. WORLD BANK, supra note 4, at 91-94. 16 The RPT Index scores for Commonwealth Asia's most important economies (i.e., Singapore: 9.3; Hong Kong: 9.0; Malaysia: 9.0; and, India: 7.3 out of 10) 17 suggest that the regulation of RPTs in Commonwealth Asia is uniformly effective, superior to OECD high income jurisdictions (which have an average score of 6.4), 18 and markedly better than other Asian jurisdictions (which have an average score of 5.8).
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Against this backdrop, our in-depth analysis of the actual function and regulation of RPTs in Commonwealth Asia's most important economies presents an intriguing puzzle. Despite the uniformly high RPT Index scores in all of Commonwealth Asia's most important economies, empirical, case-study, and anecdotal evidence overwhelmingly suggests that there are in practice significant inter-jurisdictional and intra-jurisdictional differences in the actual function and regulation of RPTs in Commonwealth Asia. In short, there is a conspicuous gap between what the RPT Index suggests should be occurring and what is actually occurring in practice.
As we explain in detail below, although the RPT Index ranks India and Malaysia as worldleading for RPT regulation, in actual practice there is overwhelming evidence that both jurisdictions have systematic problems with RPTs being abused by controlling shareholders for the purpose of wealth tunneling. 20 There is also evidence that India's and Malaysia's RPT regulatory regimes have encountered problems in practice because of overly strict formal legal 14 The Commonwealth comprises a group of 52 countries that were erstwhile colonies controls on RPTs -which directly contradicts the RPT Index's suggestion that stricter formal regulation necessarily equates to "good law".
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At first blush, the exceptionally high rankings of Hong Kong and Singapore on the RPT Index appear to match the reality that their RPT regulatory regimes are generally effective in practice. However, a more granular analysis reveals that the RPT Index misidentifies the actual reasons for Hong Kong's and Singapore's success. When comparing Hong Kong and Singapore with India and Malaysia, it appears that inter-jurisdictional differences in corporate culture and rule of law norms provide a compelling explanation for their different levels of success -factors that are not the focus of the RPT Index. Conversely, an inter-jurisdictional comparison of formal corporate and securities laws, which are the primary focus of the RPT Index, do little to explain the inter-jurisdictional differences in the actual successes and failures of regulating RPTs in Commonwealth Asia. This is unsurprising as the formal corporate and securities laws are generally similar across all the jurisdictions.
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Moreover, Singapore stands out for its somewhat surprising success in effectively regulating RPTs among its state owned enterprises (SOEs). Again, on closer inspection, this appears to have little to do with the formal corporate and securities laws that are at the core of the RPT Index and more to do with Singapore's unique institutional and regulatory architecture for promoting good corporate governance in its SOEs. 23 Yet, despite Hong Kong's and Singapore's general success in RPT regulation, both jurisdictions have been plagued by pervasive wealth tunneling in listed companies with mainland Chinese controlling shareholders. 24 These failures in Hong Kong's and Singapore's otherwise successful RPT regimes suggests that intra-jurisdictional differences may arise in the effectiveness of RPT regulation based on the type of controlling shareholder -an important corporate governance feature that the RPT Index entirely overlooks. 25 We assert that the conspicuous gap between what the RPT Index suggests should be occurring and what is actually occurring in Commonwealth Asia exists because it fails to capture the complexity of RPTs in three respects, which we term: (1) regulatory complexity; (2) shareholder complexity; and, (3) normative complexity. First, it appears that the RPT Index overly emphasizes the role played by a jurisdiction's formal corporate and securities laws in determining the effectiveness of its RPT regulation. in Commonwealth Asia's leading economies demonstrates that while a jurisdiction's corporate and securities law are no doubt important, its corporate culture and rule of law norms may be as important -if not more important -in determining the efficacy of its RPT regulation. 26 In turn, we suggest that the regulatory complexity of RPTs must be properly appreciated to accurately understand the actual function and role of RPTs in Commonwealth Asia (and, we suspect, elsewhere). 27 Second, the RPT Index erroneously assumes that controlling shareholders are a homogeneous group driven by similar incentives. 28 The RPT Index proposes common solutions for regulating RPTs in jurisdictions with distinct shareholder ownership landscapes and in different companies within a single jurisdiction that have different types of controlling shareholders (i.e., the state, family members, or a controlling shareholder from another jurisdiction). However, our comparative analysis of RPTs in Commonwealth Asia suggests that RPTs function differently depending on a jurisdiction's specific shareholder landscape -particularly on the characteristics of its most significant controlling shareholders. In turn, we suggest that appreciating each jurisdiction's internal shareholder complexity is essential for properly understanding RPTs in Commonwealth Asia (and, we suspect, elsewhere). 29 Third, the general assumption that RPTs per se are evidence of defective corporate governance and that stricter regulation of RPTs consequently equates to "good law" is erroneous. The simplistic perception that permissive regulations on RPTs are "bad law" glosses over an important body of research which convincingly demonstrates and explains why RPTs may promote good corporate governance and efficient equity markets. 30 In fact, there is an emerging 26 This general notion is supported by Luca Enriques: "Unless social norms themselves evolve in unison with the new stricter rules and thus make tunneling socially unacceptable, the social perception may soon become one of overzealous bureaucrats harassing successful entrepreneurs/employers for the benefit of anonymous and often foreign investors, at which point it will be easy for the powerful business elite to obtain laxer enforcement and/or a 'reparation law. ' Ultimately, it appears that the RPT Index has limited explanatory value for how RPTs actually function in Commonwealth Asia. Rather, the RPT Index seems to measure the extent to which Commonwealth Asia's most important economies (for better or worse) follow the formal Commonwealth approach for regulating RPTs. 33 Therefore, it is unsurprising that all of Commonwealth Asia's leading economies rank high on the RPT Index as they all have strong Commonwealth legal heritages that have similarly shaped the evolution of their formal corporate and securities laws.
Demonstrating the frailties of the RPT Index is important in practice because jurisdictionsespecially developing ones -commonly look to the DBR and its indices when reforming their laws. 34 In addition, the intellectual foundation of the RPT Index also makes the findings in this article academically significant. The RPT Index was originally developed based on Djankov, La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes and Shleifer's seminal article, "The Law and Economics of SelfDealing" (the "DLLS article"). 35 As highlighted in the conclusion, similar to the RPT Index, the DLLS article fails to properly account for the regulatory complexity, shareholder complexity, and normative complexity -flaws that limit its explanatory value and call into question its central findings.
does not address or attempt to measure the beneficial effects of RPTs (Id. at 1008 (Id. at -1010 The DLLS article has emerged as the most important evidence supporting La Porta et al.'s watershed "legal origins theory" (i.e., that common law jurisdictions provide stronger investor protection than civil law jurisdictions and therefore have more dispersed shareholder ownership, larger equity markets, and superior economic development). 36 Thus, by calling into question the utility of the DLLS article, we provide evidence of the weakness of the legal origins theory. Admittedly, there is already a considerable body of research which has called into question the original foundational research on which the legal origins theory was based. 37 However, the DLLS article is viewed by leaders in the field as providing an effective response to these challenges to the original legal origins research. 38 There is a dearth of comparative scholarship examining whether the findings in the DLLS article match with the reality of how RPTs actually function across multiple jurisdictions. We aim to address this gap and in doing so to call into question the remaining significant pillar of evidence supporting the legal origins theory.
The remainder of this article proceeds as follows. Part 2 will provide an overview of the RPT Index to explain what it does and does not measure and it will suggest why all of Commonwealth Asia's leading economies uniformly rank highly on the RPT Index. Part 3 considers the legal landscape governing RPTs in Commonwealth Asia's leading economies and argues why an understanding of corporate and securities laws alone is inadequate in light of the operation of other extraneous factors such as rule of law and corporate culture. Part 4 examines the shareholder complexity by way of a granular analysis of the incentives that drive RPTs among corporate groups controlled by two different types of shareholders -the business family and the state -and explains how this limits the explanatory value of the RPT Index. Part 5 shines a spotlight on the normative complexity of RPTs and explains why the assumption that stricter regulation is necessarily "good law" is another factor that compromises the utility of the RPT Index. Part 6 concludes by explaining the link between the RPT Index and the DLLS article and illuminates how this analysis sheds further doubt on the utility of the legal origins theory. It also suggests some future research questions that flow from the complex reality of RPTs in Commonwealth Asia.
At first blush, the methodological foundation for the RPT Index appears sound. Each year, the World Bank distributes the same simple hypothetical, which describes an RPT between two companies, to corporate and securities lawyers in the 190 jurisdictions included in the RPT Index. 39 The hypothetical involves a transaction in which Company A purchases goods from Company B at above market value. The transaction is an RPT because the controllingshareholder-director of Company A and Company B are the same person, who uses his control over the companies' boards to orchestrate the transaction. 40 The hypothetical involves an obvious example of self-dealing as the controlling-shareholderdirector owns 60% of Company A's and 90% of Company B's shares. Therefore, the controlling shareholder-director indirectly benefits from the wealth tunneling which occurs by Company A paying above market price for the goods from Company B. The hypothetical assumes that the companies are listed and that the controlling-shareholder-director controls the boards through his electoral voting rights. It also assumes that all mandatory approvals are obtained and all required disclosures are made to carry out the RPT (i.e., the transaction is not fraudulent). 41 As a result of the wealth tunneling, the minority shareholders of Company A attempt to sue the controlling-shareholder-director and the other parties that approved the RPT. 42 Corporate and securities lawyers from each jurisdiction in the RPT Index are asked to answer a questionnaire based on this hypothetical. 43 The questionnaire is divided into three equally weighted sub-indices which measure: (1) the transparency of RPTs (extent of disclosure subindex); (2) a minority shareholder's ability to sue and hold the directors or others who approved the RPT liable (extent of director liability sub-index); and, (3) access to evidence and the allocation of legal expenses in the shareholder litigation (ease of shareholder suits sub-index).
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Based on the lawyers' answers to the questionnaire, each jurisdiction is given a score out of 10 on each of the three sub-indices, which are then averaged to calculate the RPT Index score for each jurisdiction. 45 The extent of disclosure sub-index gives a higher score to jurisdictions in which the law requires more disclosure and stricter approval for RPTs. 46 For example, if a jurisdiction's law requires no disclosure of the RPT in the company's annual report then 0 points are given; 1 point is given if only disclosure of the terms of the RPT is required; and, 2 points are given if disclosure of the terms of the RPT and disclosure of the controlling-shareholder-director's conflict of interest are required. In addition to this component, the extent of disclosure sub-index allocates points for: whether immediate disclosure of the RPT to the public is required; whether disclosure by the controlling-shareholder-director to the board is required; whether an external body, such as an auditor, is required to review the RPT before it occurs; and, whether approval must be given for the RPT by the CEO alone, the board with the conflicted director voting, the board without the conflicted director voting, or the shareholders without the conflicted shareholder voting. 47 The extent of director liability sub-index gives a higher score to jurisdictions in which the law makes it easier for a minority shareholder to sue and succeed in holding the controllingshareholder-director and others who approved the RPT liable. 48 For example, if a jurisdiction's law provides a mechanism for a minority shareholder to directly or derivatively sue to recover the damages caused by the RPT then 1 point is given; if not, then 0 points are given. 49 In addition to this component, the extent of director liability sub-index allocates points for: whether the shareholder-plaintiff is able to hold the controlling-shareholder-director liable for damages caused by the RPT; whether the shareholder-plaintiff is able to hold the approving body (the CEO or other members of the board) liable; whether the controlling-shareholderdirector will pay damages for the harm caused to the company upon a successful claim by the shareholder-plaintiff; whether the controlling-shareholder-director will be disqualified as a director upon a successful claim by the shareholder-plaintiff; and, whether the court can void the RPT upon a successful claim by the shareholder-plaintiff. 50 The ease of shareholder suit sub-index gives a higher score to jurisdictions in which the law makes it easier for a minority shareholder to sue for the recovery of damages suffered by the RPT. 51 For example, if a 10% shareholder has the right to inspect the documents relating to the RPT before filing a suit or can request that a government inspector investigate the RPT without filing a suit, then 1 point is given; if not, 0 points are given. 52 In addition to this component, the ease of shareholder suit sub-index allocates points for: the range of documents that is available to the shareholder-plaintiff from the defendant and witnesses at trial; whether the shareholder-plaintiff can obtain categories of relevant documents from the defendant and witnesses during trial; whether the standard of proof for civil suits is lower than that for a criminal case; and, whether shareholder plaintiffs can recover their legal expenses from the company.
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Considered together, at least four aspects of the scope and method of data collection for the three sub-indices significantly limit the explanatory value of the RPT Index in Commonwealth Asia (and, we suspect, elsewhere). First, the questionnaire merely asks lawyers to provide an assessment of what the law is on the books without any indication of how the law actually applies in practice. 54 Index -with near perfect scores on all three sub-indices (i.e., extent of disclosure sub-index: 10; extent of director liability sub-index: 9; and, ease of shareholder suit sub-index: 9).
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However, extraordinarily, we are unaware of even a single successful suit -or even a single suit ever filed -by a minority shareholder against a director of a listed company in the history of Singapore in relation to self-dealing or for any other wrongdoing whatsoever. 56 The RPT Index suggests that private enforcement by minority shareholders in listed companies should play a major role as a compensatory or deterrent mechanism in Singapore. In practice, however, private enforcement plays almost no role at all in listed companies. The situations for Hong Kong, Malaysia, and India mirror (at least broadly) that of Singapore. 57 Respectively, they rank 3 rd (tied) and 20 th out of 190 jurisdictions on the 2018 RPT Index; 58 yet in practice private enforcement by minority shareholders plays a limited to non-existent role for regulating RPTs in listed companies.
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To be clear, we are not suggesting that the lawyers in Hong Kong, India, Malaysia, or Singapore answered the questionnaire incorrectly; nor are we suggesting that the scoring of the jurisdictions based on the answers the lawyers provided to the simple hypothetical was done improperly. The problem is that the lawyers were asked to explain what the rules on the books say about disclosure requirements, extent of director liability, and the ease of pursuing a minority shareholder lawsuit. 60 They were not asked to explain how they would advise their client to act in practice, what would actually happen to the self-dealing controlling shareholderdirector, or how prevalent self-dealing through RPTs actually is in their jurisdictions to begin with. 61 Black letter RPT law explains only part of the story, if at all, but law in action has altogether eluded the RPT Index.
procedure codes and court rules of evidence."). No mention is made of the distinction between "law in books" and "law in action". 55 Of course, we realize that to meaningfully respond to these practical questions the lawyers would have to go beyond the narrow scope of the corporate, securities, and civil procedure laws that are required to answer the questionnaire for the purpose of the hypothetical. Their analysis would be complicated by having to look at other factors such as public enforcement, rule of law norms, and corporate culture, which may be jurisdiction-specific and harder to translate into numeric values. However, as we discuss below, these factors have tremendous explanatory force for understanding the difference in the successes and failures of RPT regimes among Asia's leading Commonwealth economies. The fact that the RPT Index narrowly focuses on corporate, securities, and civil procedure laws to the exclusion of these other factors is the second aspect of the scope and method of data collection that limits the explanatory value of the RPT Index.
Third, the overly simplistic design of the hypothetical further limits the explanatory value of the RPT Index. To begin with, the hypothetical assumes that the controlling shareholder is a person who is also a director on the boards of the companies. 62 However, in all of Commonwealth Asia's leading economies, a significant number of the largest listed companies, which appear to engage in a high volume of RPTs, are SOEs. 63 Hong Kong and India both have special legislation that specifically deal with RPTs in SOEs. 64 Singapore also has a unique institutional architecture design to limit the extraction of private (political) benefits of control in its SOEs. 65 Malaysia has no special legislation that deals with SOEs and does not have an institutional architecture like Singapore, but instead appears to have an informal system which allows SOEs to engage in RPTs without meaningful approval or disclosure -which leading academics have suggested provide a vehicle for RPTs to be used for political benefits and outright corruption. 66 As the hypothetical does not involve an SOE, these issues are entirely overlooked by the RPT Index. In a similar vein, family firms make up a significant portion of listed companies in all of Commonwealth Asia's leading economies, which present potential problems and solutions for regulating RPTs -none of which are accounted for in the RPT Index due to the simplistic design of the hypothetical. 67 Finally, most SOEs and family firms are part of corporate groups, which raises further complications for regulating RPTs -that escape the simplistic hypothetical. As explained in Part 4 below, the different incentives and regulatory regimes governing these different types of shareholders and shareholding structures must be examined to have an accurate understanding of RPTs in Commonwealth Asia.
Fourth, the three sub-indices are constructed in a way that suggests the stricter the law regulating RPTs the better. According to the sub-indices, a jurisdiction will score higher on the RPT Index if they have more onerous disclosure requirements for RPTs, impose a greater amount of liability for directors who approve RPTs, and if they make it easier for minority shareholders to sue for damages suffered from RPTs. 68 There is not a single component in any of the three sub-indices that reduces a jurisdiction's score for having rules which too strictly regulate RPTs. 69 However, as explained in Part 5 below, India and Malaysia have encountered problems with overly strict rules regulating RPTs. In addition, Singapore's SOEs appear to engage in a high level of RPTs and yet have exceptionally strong performance with limited evidence of wealth tunneling.
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In sum, it appears that the high rankings of Commonwealth Asia's leading economies on the RPT Index have little explanatory force for understanding how RPTs actually work in these jurisdictions. For such an understanding, there must be an examination beyond the narrow scope of the corporate and securities laws that form the core of the RPT Index -examining the regulatory complexity of RPTs is essential. Similarly, an accurate understanding will require an examination of how different types of shareholders, particularly in SOEs and family firms, impact RPTs -making an awareness of the shareholder complexity of RPTs essential. Finally, evidence that the overly strict regulation of RPTs can be detrimental -and that an abundance of RPTs may not be problematic -makes an understanding of the normative complexity of RPTs essential. The balance of this article will go beyond the RPT Index to examine these essential complexities to obtain a more accurate understanding of how RPTs in Commonwealth Asia work in practice.
Before moving on to this examination, however, we would be remiss to not suggest an answer for why we believe that Commonwealth Asia's leading economies uniformly rank so well on the RPT Index. This is somewhat puzzling based on our finding that the RPT Index has limited explanatory force for understanding how RPTs actually work in Commonwealth Asia. The most likely explanation is that all our jurisdictions have similar formal legal rules because of 68 WORLD BANK, supra note 4, at 91-94. 69 Id. 70 78 There is general empirical evidence that courts in Commonwealth Asia stand out among the common law jurisdictions that have ceased appeals to the Privy Council for their propensity to cite UK jurisprudence even after the judicial link was severed. 79 The fact that Commonwealth (and, more generally, common law) jurisdictions dominate the top of the 2018 RPT Index 80 suggests that the index may be more of a measure of their shared legal heritage than anything else.
With this background, we deal with each of the complexities and how they help explain the realities in our Commonwealth Asian jurisdictions in a manner that is not evident from the RPT Index.
RPTs and Regulatory Complexity
RPTs have attracted a string of regulations in several countries, including in Commonwealth Asia. Largely embedded in corporate law and securities regulation, the goal of RPT regulation is to operate as an effective filter that allows RPTs that enhance value to minority shareholders to pass through, and to prevent value-reducing ones that result in wealth tunneling from occurring. RPT regulations adopt a varied set of measures from disclosures to the approval of 71 Wee & Puchniak, supra note 56, at 340 (discussing Singapore's traditional reliance on the UK and Australia). 72 transactions by an independent board or disinterested shareholders and to external verification through fairness opinions. 81 But, despite the regulations in our focus countries being somewhat similar in that they employ most of these tools, the results of their operation vary dramatically. This is because the mere application of bespoke tools to address wealth tunneling does not appear to produce the expected results, as the regulatory environment is much more complex. Ultimately, what seems to count are two factors, one intrinsic and the other peripheral. Intrinsically, it is not sufficient to examine the rules governing RPTs on a stand-alone basis, but to analyze the manner in which they are enforced by regulators and adhered to by market participants. Moreover, apart from conventional RPT regulation, it is necessary to explore peripheral matters such as the robustness of the enforcement mechanisms, sophistication of the regulators, quality of legal institutions, rule of law, and a general culture and ethos that determines the extent of tolerance towards wealth tunneling.
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Conventional wisdom fails to consider the influence of such factors that are both intrinsic and extraneous to RPT regulation, due to which influential measures such as the RPT Index produce rankings that are often hard to explain. For instance, how can jurisdictions such as Hong Kong, India, Malaysia, and Singapore -all of which have demonstrated stellar performance in the World Bank's rankings on minority shareholder protection generally and RPT regulation more specifically -display acute divergence in the extent to which RPT transactions occur and, more importantly, the extent to which those actually involving wealth tunneling, which is value-reducing to minority shareholders, occur? This suggests that in the end the structure and content of RPT regulation may matter less in the backdrop of other factors.
Motivating Factors for RPT Regulation in Commonwealth Asia
The regulation on RPTs in Commonwealth Asia is largely a result of the proliferation of rules from other jurisdictions, in particular the UK. This indicates some level of convergence at a formal level, given that all these countries adopt a broadly common toolkit to regulate RPTs. Such a de jure convergence can be attributed to extraneous pressure applied on these countries to adopt RPT regulation. As discussed earlier, 83 international bodies such as the International Monetary Fund, the OECD, the ACGA, and the CFA Institute carried out studies of various Asian jurisdictions to highlight the problems of abusive RPTs. 84 These bodies called upon countries to improve their regulation of RPTs so as to enhance the effectiveness of their filter mechanisms. 85 The fact that RPT regulation in Commonwealth Asia has been motivated due to external factors of globalization suggests that while substantive rules on the books appear optimal, the imposition of those rules in economies with different legal, institutional, and cultural settings are likely to create a mismatch in the acceptance and enforcement of those rules. Concomitantly, the World Bank's approach of analyzing the substantive rules without having adequate regard to the other factors gives rise to the peculiar situation wherein the stellar track record displayed by the rules prescribed in the Commonwealth Asian jurisdictions is not accompanied by a similar impetus in the adherence to, and enforcement of, those rules.
More specifically, two broad approaches have emerged in the international arena to regulate RPTs. 86 One is an ex ante mechanism that is procedural in nature, which involves disclosure of RPTs and also requires companies to obtain the prior approval of an independent board of directors and disinterested shareholders after providing them with the requisite information regarding the relevant transactions. Such a rules-based governance approach provides greater certainty to market players. This is commonly followed by countries such as the UK and those that have adopted similar rules. 87 On the other hand, the US follows an ex post principles-based litigation approach, whereby transactions are reviewed by courts against predefined standards of conduct. 88 This assumes the existence of a sophisticated and efficient judiciary that can implement the regulation. It is hardly surprising that the ex ante governance-based mechanisms form the pivot of RPT regulation in all our Commonwealth Asian jurisdictions. 89 However, such efforts to thrust international norms into an Asian context arguably suffer from serious defects. At a conceptual level, the regulation of RPTs in the UK (and to a large extent the US) was devised to deal with RPTs that typically occur between managers and the company, 90 including executive compensation, which tends to constitute a paradigmatic form of RPT in companies with dispersed shareholding that are common in the UK. However, when those regulations are transposed to countries with concentrated shareholdings, where RPTs commonly take place between the controlling shareholder and the company, they are unlikely to have the similar desired effect. 91 Add to this the differences in the mix of other factors such as the level of enforcement, quality of legal institutions, and differences in legal culture. In that sense, the forces of internationalization and convergence have caused the countries in Commonwealth Asia to adopt externally imposed standards that do not take into account the idiosyncrasies of each individual system. 85 In this background, we discuss some of the regulatory tools employed by our Commonwealth Asian jurisdictions to regulate RPTs, and why they are either under-inclusive or over-inclusive, thereby missing the target.
Id. See also INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND, GFSR GLOBAL FINANCIAL STABILITY REPORT

Key Regulatory Tools for RPTs in Commonwealth Asia
A toolkit for regulation of RPTs contains various instruments that have generally been deployed around the world. 92 The precise combination of these instruments and the degree to which they operate varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction due to the importance of local factors and complexities. Nevertheless, some common themes emerge. Here, we consider the ex ante governance-based approach that seeks to introduce safeguards for the protection of minority shareholders in the case of RPTs, so as to ensure that abusive RPTs that amount to wealth tunneling are impeded. All our jurisdictions in Commonwealth Asia possess most, if not all, of these tools, thereby introducing a sense of uniformity, at least at a superficial level. That explains the strong showing of our four jurisdictions in the RPT Index.
Drawn from the approach in the UK, all our jurisdictions regulate RPTs through listing rules or regulations that require companies to comply with certain obligations to ensure continuous listing on the stock exchange. While Hong Kong and Singapore regulate RPTs through their stock exchange listing rules, India and Malaysia follow a more stringent approach, whereby certain essential elements of RPT regulation are contained in the basic company statute. The latter approach not only elevates RPT regulation in the legislative hierarchy, but it also ensures more stringent sanctions in case of non-compliance. The following table outlines the sources of RPT regulation in our jurisdictions: This brings us to the ex ante governance mechanism by way of procedural safeguards that have been introduced in Commonwealth Asia. Here, we not only briefly examine the specific tools deployed, but also critique them as to their ability to operate as an effective filter to fulfil the goals of RPT regulation. We argue that the existence of these tools (measured by the World Bank's RPT Index) is unsatisfactory on its own, but what matters is the effectiveness of the tools in their operations (insufficiently recognised by the RPT Index).
Disclosure
The element of transparency has been the most basic, but longstanding, tool to tackle RPTs, in particular value-reducing transactions. The disclosure norms require companies to provide details of their RPTs in order for the board and shareholders to consider them prior to approving or rejecting such transactions. 93 While it is intended to reduce the information asymmetry between insiders and outside investors, it has also the oblique effect of moderating the extent to which controlling shareholders or managers may indulge in RPTs. In other words, the need to come clean with abusive RPTs may deter insiders from indulging in them in the first place. All our jurisdictions carry some form of RPT disclosure requirements, although the form and content vary to some extent. In certain circumstances, even ex post disclosures in the financial statements 94 and annual reports can act as useful deterrents. 95 However, the disclosure strategy suffers from several drawbacks. Companies retain sufficient latitude in borderline cases to not only decide whether or not to disclose, but also the nature and extent of the disclosure. 96 Such an approach hardly does much to diminish opacity and information asymmetry as investors do not obtain any meaningful result. 97 More importantly, disclosure norms are subject to a plethora of carve-outs and exceptions that allow a range of RPTs to stay underneath the radar. For example, the use of exemptions such as de minimis transactions by which large transactions are split into various smaller ones to qualify for such exemptions, have been found to exist in Hong Kong and Singapore.
Shareholder Approval
All our jurisdictions in Commonwealth Asia require that at least material RPTs be approved by the shareholders of the company, with the controlling shareholder who may be a "related party" to the transaction abstaining from voting. Known popularly as the "majority of the minority" voting requirement, it ensures that the minority has a voice in light of the controlling shareholder's position on both sides of the transaction. This is also a straightforward method of addressing the agency problem between the controlling shareholder and the minority shareholders that is replete in companies with concentrated shareholding.
While this is one of the most potent tools in the kit to tackle abusive RPTs in Commonwealth Asia, it also suffers from some shortcomings. Often, it is an open question as to who is a "related party" in a given situation. 99 In the context of business groups, particularly families, relatives, and friends of controlling shareholders may be able to lend their support to the transaction since they do not technically fall within the scope of a "related party". 100 Moreover, questions arise on whether minority shareholders do possess sufficient material to make an informed decision. 101 Minority shareholders may suffer from collective action problems, and the larger among them may swing the choice even though it may not be beneficial to the minority shareholders as a group.
Approval of Independent Directors or Audit Committee
Nearly all our jurisdictions require either a committee of independent directors to approve RPTs, or that task is left to the audit committee (which is subject to independence requirements). Adopting a trusteeship strategy, 102 this approach ensures that an impartial monitor reviews RPTs to ensure that the interests of minority shareholders are protected. For instance, in India, independent directors have a specific role to review RPTs and they are also required to act in the interests of minority shareholders and consider the impact of transactions on them. 103 The mere requirement of approval of independent directors fails to constitute a failsafe mechanism against controlling shareholder opportunism through RPTs. Ultimately, it boils down to the question of how effective independent directors are in the context of companies with concentrated shareholding that epitomize Commonwealth Asia. 104 A number of problems are evident, and we mention a few solely by way of illustration. At a formal level, there could be problems with defining an independent director, and whether she is truly independent not just from the company and its management, but also its controlling shareholder. 105 This leads to the question of how independent directors are appointed. Currently, they are elected like any other director, due to which controlling shareholders tend to exercise considerable influence over the nomination and appointment of independent directors. This is particularly so in Commonwealth Asia. 106 If board independence is to act as an effective tool to filter RPTs, then alternative mechanisms such as election by a "majority of the minority" or through cumulative voting must be employed. 107 Failing these measures, independent directors are likely to be beholden to the controlling shareholders rather than accountable to the minority shareholders. The question of substantive independence of judgment is another matter altogether: while in Delaware this is judged by courts through the application of standards that are wide, 108 the governance approach adopted in Commonwealth Asia is far narrower and possibly does not serve the intended purpose.
Oversight by independent directors and audit committees are indeed useful in reviewing RPTs, but it would be imprudent to place undue reliance on them for the reasons discussed above.
Fairness Opinion from an Independent Adviser
In order to provide adequate advice to independent directors, audit committees and shareholders, some of our jurisdictions mandate that an independent adviser supply a fairness opinion regarding the merits of the transaction to the shareholders. This aims to address the information asymmetry as the advice is used by the decision-makers within the company to arrive at a better outcome. But, there is a great deal of latitude available to the independent advisers, who are motivated to act to protect their reputation. 109 Often there are also questions regarding the independence of such advisers as they act in numerous roles, including investment banking and advisory services.
Reviewing the Toolkit of Ex Ante Measures to Regulate RPTs
An illustrative analysis of the ex ante tools deployed by our Commonwealth Asian jurisdictions to regulate RPTs presents a somewhat mixed picture. The robustness of the substantive rules, as measured for these jurisdictions in the RPT Index, is high. While ascribing scores to these substantive rules in its extent of disclosure sub-index, the World Bank essentially looks at the letter of the law, for example whether disclosure of RPTs is required and whether approval of RPTs is to be obtained from an independent board or shareholders (i.e., "majority of the minority" shareholder voting). These measures only offer us part of the story regarding the ability of RPT regulations to permit value-enhancing transactions and prohibit abusive wealth tunneling. As we have sought to demonstrate, there are several other factors running deeper than the substantive rules, which are often hard (or inefficient) to mechanically measure given the legal complexities involved. Hence, any analysis of the legal toolkit for RPT regulation must not lose sight of the underlying factors that are incapable of being mechanically measured and are, indeed, not measured by the World Bank in its RPT Index. If there are nuances within the regulatory toolkit for RPTs that are not adequately addressed in the RPT Index, the level of regulatory complexity is arguably even more severe when we add to the mix other extraneous factors, which we now discuss.
Extraneous Determinants of RPT Trends
As we have seen, the regulation of RPTs in our four jurisdictions through formal corporate and securities laws demonstrates substantial resemblances. All of them use similar tools from internationally accepted combinations, and they all suffer from certain inadequacies to different degrees. More importantly, all of our jurisdictions have performed exceedingly well in establishing and enhancing their regulatory toolkits, and have earned plaudits at an international level. They all take pride in the facts that their systems have been rising rapidly in the rankings developed by the World Bank on the ease of doing business, by far the most influential ranking index at a global level; and this is particularly so on the RPT Index. In fact, on this measure, all of our four jurisdictions rank within the top 20 in the world in the 2018 RPT Index. 110 This, however, presents an important puzzle: if all our jurisdictions have a common set of tools to address RPTs, and the use of those regulatory tools have been considered to be optimal at a global level, why is there a sizeable difference in the nature and extent of the incidence of RPTs in these jurisdictions? Why do companies in some of our jurisdictions use RPTs in an advantageous manner, thereby benefiting all shareholders, while others engage in abusive RPTs that amount to wealth tunneling to the detriment of minority shareholders? If the tools utilized are the same and their success is reflected in renowned and influential global rankings, what explains the differences in outcomes in our Commonwealth Asian jurisdictions? It is to these questions that we now turn.
It is our assertion that the regulation of RPTs using formal corporate and securities laws provide us with a woefully incomplete picture. In order to solve the puzzle, we need to understand other factors that are at play in the context of RPT regulation in our jurisdictions. It is well accepted that the enforcement of laws is equally, if not more, important than the substantive content of the regulation. This depends in large part on the quality and sophistication of the regulators who enforce the regulation, including on RPTs. For instance, it would be reasonable to assume that the general strength of a robust public enforcement establishment in Singapore has a bearing on why there is no evidence of systematic wealth tunneling in Singapore despite a strong incidence of RPTs, especially among SOEs. The quality of enforcement also depends on other factors.
For example, RPT regulation (and the enforcement of corporate governance norms more generally) is hampered in Hong Kong because of the composition of listed companies on the Hong Kong Exchange (HKEx). Nearly 87% of the companies listed on HKEx are incorporated in jurisdictions outside Hong Kong. 111 Hence, those companies are governed by the basic corporate statutes in their own jurisdictions, which may not comport with the governance levels demanded by the Hong Kong regulators. Moreover, HKEx and other regulators in Hong Kong would be constrained in taking appropriate enforcement actions against companies and their directors and officers who are domiciled in other jurisdictions. Available empirical studies support our conclusion that extraneous elements pertaining to the legal system demonstrate their effect on the incidence and impact of RPTs. 112 One study finds that Hong Kong listed companies with ultimate owners in mainland China are likely to undertake RPTs that violate the exchange's listing rules and are less likely to disclose the required information, thereby making those transactions opaque. 113 This phenomenon is attributable to the fact that investors in mainland Chinese companies are unlikely to be able to lay their hands on expropriated assets held in China due to the differences in the two legal systems and the lack of enforceability of Hong Kong court judgments in mainland China. 114 Moreover, in showing some direct evidence of tunneling through RPTs in China-affiliated companies, another study finds that "investors discount companies engaged in potentially expropriating transactions". 115 This study also demonstrates that China-affiliated companies use disclosure exemptions available to smaller RPTs to engage in tunneling that stays beneath the threshold of disclosures and approvals by board or independent shareholders. 116 In that sense, the pattern of RPTs in Hong Kong listed companies appears to follow a dichotomous approach between wholly domestic controlled companies and those that are controlled by mainland Chinese owners.
In a similar vein, Singapore too has in the past witnessed one particular type of listed company in which blatant wealth tunneling has been highly problematic: Chinese-controlled companies (i.e., companies that are listed on the Singapore Exchange (SGX), but whose operations and controlling shareholders are located in mainland China). 117 In the late 2000s in Singapore, within a few years, Chinese-controlled companies went from being inconsequential to accounting for one-third of the value of IPOs and 20% of total listings on the SGX. 118 Chinesecontrolled companies, however, were riddled with corporate governance scandals, which typically involved blatant wealth tunneling by mainland Chinese controlling shareholders. These scandals revealed that Chinese-controlled firms were uniquely at risk for wealth reducing RPTs because they were largely beyond the reach of Singapore's effective public regulators and lacked the strong good corporate governance culture of Singapore based companies.
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Such factors peculiar to foreign-listed companies in both Singapore and Hong Kong would not be captured by the RPT Index -which ranks both these jurisdictions among the highest in the world for the effectiveness of their RPT regulatory regimes. Although the substantive rules pertaining to RPT regulation are similar, constraints relating to the enforcement of the rules against specific types of companies brings about a substantial divergence in practice, a matter not accounted for in the RPT Index.
Similarly, regulators in countries such as India and Malaysia have faced challenges in enforcing corporate governance norms in general, let alone rules on RPTs. The enforcement of corporate governance norms has faced significant challenges in India, not least due to inadequate enforcement machinery available to the regulators and also on account of an overburdened court system. 120 In Malaysia too, it has been argued that it is insufficient to have a robust substantive regulation in the sphere of corporate governance. Matters such as an effective "rule of law" and effective enforcement are crucial.
121 Unless these issues are addressed, corporate law reforms are unlikely to be effective on their own. Certain other differences in enforcement measures matter as well, although they sometimes operate in curious ways. For example, the use of listing rules to regulate RPTs in Hong Kong has been criticized due to questions regarding their status and the extent to which noncompliant companies can be appropriately sanctioned, 122 while these complaints have not been heard as much in Singapore. On the other hand, even though India and Malaysia have captured RPT regulation in their basic company statute, 123 it does not necessarily mean that the enforcement of the regulations and the forcefulness of the sanctions are likely to be more optimal. All of these suggest that the overall strength of the legal system, the legal institutions, and the rule of law in general in these jurisdictions matter to an extent that commentators have so far largely ignored. Solely examining substantive RPT regulation, as influential world rankings such as the RPT Index have done, in disregard of these factors will likely generate peculiar outcomes.
Finally, corporate culture and ethos matter too, in not so trivial ways. Jurisdictions in which corporate actors and regulators display greater tolerance towards wealth extraction and 119 the difference in corporate culture between Singapore based government-linked companies/family firms and PRC controlled firms is another factor which may suggest that a distinct and more robust regulatory regime is warranted for PRC-controlled firms. In Singapore-based family firms, the focus of passing on the wealth of the business to the next generation and maintaining the controlling family's reputation in Singapore's small, tight-knit business community helps mitigate the risk of private benefits of control. In a similar vein, in Singapore-based government-linked companies, the meritocratic, largely corruption-free, and efficient culture of the Singapore civil services, combined with Singapore's distinct regulatory architecture for protecting the boards of government-linked companies from politics, appears to significantly reduce the risk of private benefits of control. In contrast, the culture of good corporate governance tends to be lacking in PRC-controlled firms as they have tended to be second-class Chinese companies that have emerged from an environment where controllingshareholder abuse is rife.
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The ability of various actors to discern between beneficial and abusive RPTs will be diminished in cultures that display tolerance towards transactions within constituents of corporate groups. Such an outlook and ethos may even render an element of legitimacy that may invite scorn in other jurisdictions. The importation of Western-style corporate governance norms and RPT regulation to the Asian context is likely to face resistance unless the cultural implications are carefully addressed.
As the above discussion suggests, the regulation of RPTs in Commonwealth Asia is riddled with complexity, and factors that are extraneous to substantive regulation of RPTs embedded in corporate and securities laws need greater focus. Existing studies of RPTs, including the RPT Index, have failed to consider the impact of those factors, thereby producing somewhat curious results.
RPTs and Shareholder Complexity
Given the prevalence of concentrated shareholding in Commonwealth Asia, RPTs predominantly involve controlling shareholders as opposed to managers (that are common in countries with dispersed shareholding). Hence, the identity and character of the controlling shareholder assumes considerable importance. However, conventional wisdom largely focuses on the dichotomy between dispersed and concentrated shareholding and, in doing so, is grounded on one significant (but mistaken) assumption: that controlling shareholders are a homogeneous group that are motivated by similar incentives. It ignores the differences in the types of controlling shareholders whose impetus to engage in RPTs may vary considerably. The role of RPTs and their regulation ought to consequently take on different hues depending on the nature of controlling shareholders prevalent in different jurisdictions. Here, we rely upon our Commonwealth Asian jurisdictions to demonstrate the importance of controlling shareholder identity in the regulation of RPTs.
Delving into the types of controlling shareholders, they can be numerous. In firms that have a single controlling shareholder, decisions are driven by the incentives perceived by such a shareholder. However, matters may be rather different when there is a group of controlling shareholders, as the interests of various constituents within the group may diverge at times. Here, decision-making may take on greater complexity, as is commonly the case in familyowned firms. Family-owned firms are of greater interest to us as they are common in our four jurisdictions. Similarly, SOEs are worthy of focus as they too are widespread in our jurisdictions. 126 It is often attractive, at least superficially, to think of the state as a single, monolithic shareholder with a cohesive set of incentives. But, as is well known in the literature, 127 the state mechanism is rather multifaceted and is represented by often disjointed sets of incentives that are difficult to explain, not least because decision-making within SOEs may be driven by political factors. In seeking to assert our point on shareholder complexity, we explore two types of companies that are predominant in Commonwealth Asia: familyowned firms and SOEs. 
Family-Owned Firms
Family-owned firms are common in all our jurisdictions. Family groups tend to be diversified in nature, as they are structured through a number of different companies. Transactions between various group companies are commonplace, and form the foundation of the persistence of such groups. Given that business families tend to prop up their control through measures such as pyramid and cross-holding structures, 129 there is always a prospective risk of wealth tunneling that is antagonistic to the interests of outside minority shareholders. Arguably, the evidence of wealth tunneling in family owned firms is also borne out in the empirical evidence. 130 At the same time, we argue that the presumption of wealth tunneling in diversified family groups is unsupported. Family groups are grounded in reputational incentives, as they have multi-generational concerns and possess long-term goals. These incentives may prevent family controlling shareholders from expropriating wealth from the minority shareholders through RPTs that belie their reputation and hence their ability to access the capital markets as a repeat player. As Khanna and Yafeh have demonstrated by providing a detailed overview of the literature, the family group structure often helps to fill a number of institutional voids or weaknesses. Thus, if the court system moves slowly (as it does in countries such as India) then transacting with a family group may provide more assurances than relying on contractual promises. 131 A family group may have years (perhaps generations) of family capital at stake in transactions. 132 Available evidence supports the benefits of group structures and RPTs among family-owned enterprises where they perform a constructive role. In emerging markets like India, the evolution of corporate groups has been attributed to poorly functioning institutions, and the need for establishing mechanisms of risk sharing among various components of the group. 133 The theoretical and empirical literature identifies several functions that diversified corporate groups in India perform. For instance, one study shows that up to a threshold, group diversification reduces the performance of group affiliates, but thereafter it results in incremental performance improvements. 134 This suggests that the mostly highly diversified Indian business groups in fact add value to their shareholders. 135 Furthermore, intragroup loans figure prominently as a form of RPTs among Indian business groups. Some studies show that intragroup loans are used to smooth liquidity across firms as a means of providing support to member firms, 136 while others document that intragroup loans are used as an important means to support financially weaker firms within the group, especially those that are in financial distress. 137 Applying RPT regulation as a blunt instrument to target all RPTs among family controlled companies, without having regard to the long-term goals and reputational incentives of business families, carries the risk of overregulation that may hamper the success of familyowned firms that are driving economic prosperity in Commonwealth Asia.
Very different considerations are at play when the state is a controlling shareholder. The incentives of the state differ considerably from other types of controlling shareholders such as business families, due to which the reasons why it might enter into RPTs vary. Although the state is often considered as a unitary actor, various governmental bodies, bureaucrats, and legislators may be driven by different incentives that are difficult to reconcile.
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In the case of private controllers such as business families, conflicts of interests and benefits of control are generally manifested through financial transactions. However, one cannot expect the state to necessarily be motivated by the enhancement of financial interest or wealth maximization, as it may be motivated to enter into RPTs that may serve the political goals of the controller. 139 Nevertheless, transactions or operations of SOEs could be detrimental to the interests of the firm and its minority shareholders, due to which they ought to be appropriately regulated. For example, in the past, Indian SOEs have been subject to criticism on the ground that they have sold their products at less than market price (effectively operating as a subsidy) to achieve political goals of the state, thereby depriving minority shareholders of wealth maximization through their investment. 140 Moreover, the financial motivation of private controllers to enter into RPTs may make them more tangible and measurable. On the other hand, there is a great level of obscurity when the state enters into RPTs, as they may be driven by non-financial goals and more diffuse interests that are hard to pin down. 141 Hence, traditional notions of RPT regulation, including the toolkit we have discussed earlier, 142 are arguably of limited use in their applicability to SOEs. There is a need for an altogether different approach while dealing with SOEs.
Current regulations do not seem to cater towards tackling abusive RPTs in SOEs. If anything, the treatment meted out to SOEs in Commonwealth Asia is rather curious. This can be demonstrated by the comparatively relaxed approach adopted by Hong Kong, India, and Malaysia towards regulating RPTs in SOEs. For instance, the Hong Kong Exchange (HKEx) states that it will not normally treat a governmental body from the People's Republic of China (PRC) as a "connected person" for the purpose of applying RPT regulations. 143 However, HKEx may request an issuer to explain its relationship with a PRC governmental body and why it should not be treated as a "connected person", and it retains the discretion to apply the regulations to such issuer if it so decides. 144 Curiously enough, this dispensation is available only to SOEs from the PRC, and not to issuers from other jurisdictions that may be listed on HKEx. Similarly, SOEs in India are spared from the full rigor of RPT regulation. For instance, the requirement to obtain the approval of the shareholders (by way of a "majority of the minority" vote) has been exempted in respect of RPTs between two or more SOEs. 145 The Securities and Exchange Board of India too has relaxed some of its RPT regulation as applicable to listed companies in the case of transactions between two or more SOEs. Malaysia has no special legislation that deals with RPTs in SOEs. However, there is evidence that suggests that an informal regulatory norm has developed which allows SOEs to engage in RPTs without meaningful approval or disclosure -which leading academics have suggested provides a vehicle for RPTs to be used for political benefits and outright corruption.
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Such an approach towards RPTs among SOEs raises important questions. Although the possibility of RPTs among government owned companies cannot be ruled out, what is the rationale for relaxing the rules in their favour? Do they provide an indication that the lack of private financial incentives on the part of the state will eliminate the possibility of abusive RPTs and wealth tunneling in SOEs? These issues have received limited attention in the literature, and need to be considered further. One possibility is that this arises from the political economy implications where the state is both a player and regulator that could result in inefficient regulations that potentially stymie the interests of outside minority shareholders.
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This has become a salient political issue in Malaysia where allegations of massive wealth tunneling from its SOEs as part of the 1 MDB scandal have received international attentionwhile other instances of alleged significant wealth tunneling by government officials from SOEs has been an ongoing issue.
148 If these claims of egregious wealth tunneling are true, they make a mockery of Malaysia's ranking of 3 rd out of 190 jurisdictions on the World Bank's 2018 RPT Index.
At the same time, it is noteworthy that the OECD has called for all transactions between the government and SOEs to be tested for market consistency and probity. 149 Moreover, the OECD has displayed its aversion to differential treatment for SOE governance, and has indeed called for a level playing field by which SOEs are held to the same standards as private firms, even when it comes to matters of corporate governance. 150 Evidently, however, jurisdictions such as Hong Kong, India, and Malaysia continue to have considerably lax requirements for SOE governance in the context of RPTs that fail to account for the rather unique "political private 144 Id. benefits of control" that the state may seek to enjoy at the expense of minority shareholders in SOEs. 151 Interestingly, the dispensations granted to SOEs in our three Commonwealth Asian jurisdictions do not appear to be available in Singapore where SOEs are held to the same standards as private listed firms. This is because Singapore is an outlier of sorts in our sample jurisdictions. While there is concentration of shareholdings, state-controlled companies (known as government-linked companies or GLCs) play a predominant role in the capital markets in addition to family-owned companies.
152 Studies have shown that the incidence of RPTs among GLCs was as high as 81%, 153 indicating that GLCs were more prone to RPTs than family-owned companies. While the incidence of RPTs among GLCs is high, there is no evidence to suggest that such RPTs are value-reducing in nature for minority shareholders. This is arguably attributable to the overall performance and governance of GLCs in Singapore. 154 For instance, studies have also found that GLCs are more profitable than other public companies. 155 In that sense, GLCs are run in a manner that is similar to privately managed enterprises (i.e., with an eye on commercial success and profit maximization).
156 As Milhaupt and Pargendler observe in the context of Singapore: "although state ownership of business enterprises is used as a means of pursuing policy objectives, management of the enterprises is not".
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As we have sought to demonstrate in this Part, unless the regulation of RPTs captures the complexity surrounding the identity and character of different types of controlling shareholders, the results are unlikely to be optimal. Thus far, the homogenous treatment meted out to different types of controlled companies is not expected to enable the attainment of the goals of RPT regulation (i.e., to filter beneficial RPTs from the abusive ones). The RPT Index approaches shareholder identity from a simplistic perspective. For instance, the illustration that forms the bedrock of the RPT Index is based on a controller-shareholder-director scenario involving an individual, arguably the simplest of circumstances in the context of RPTs. Unless the nuances of shareholder identity discussed in this Part are taken into account, the results emanating from the RPT Index will not provide a true picture regarding RPT regulation. To the extent that jurisdictions are driven by the World Bank rankings in framing their regulation, the results are likely to be sub-optimal unless they pay sufficient attention to the differing identities of shareholders. 
RPTs and Normative Complexity
The rationale underlying the World Bank's RPT Index is simple: the stricter the legal controls on RPTs the better. Specifically, a jurisdiction's score on the RPT Index increases as the disclosure and approval requirements for RPTs become stricter (ex ante controls) and as the law makes it easier and less costly to hold controlling directors liable for self-dealing (ex post controls). 158 Conversely, there are no measures in the RPT Index in which a jurisdiction's score would decrease if it instituted overly strict ex ante or ex post controls. 159 The rationale that stricter regulation of RPTs is axiomatically better has its foundation in the notion that RPTs per se are wealth reducing. This notion can be seen in the World Bank's view that RPTs are "one of the most serious breaches of good corporate governance around the world." 160 Similarly, otherwise sophisticated scholarship on RPTs makes the simplistic assumption that RPTs per se are a valid proxy for wealth tunneling. 161 This view is echoed by influential policymaking bodies, such as the OECD, which in a leading policy paper on RPTs in Asia suggests that an increase in the overall frequency and value of RPTs is per se evidence of wealth tunneling and poor corporate governance. 162 However, such a rigid position does not sit well with the reality surrounding the beneficial effects of RPTs. The firm-level and macro-economic benefits that may be derived from corporate groups, and in turn the efficiencies of RPTs, appear to make Commonwealth Asia part of a larger story about corporate governance and the miraculous economic rise of Asia as a whole. The dominant corporate structures which are central to the economic miracles that have driven the watershed shift in global economic power towards Asia since World War II, have had related party transactions as an integral part of their business models. Keiretsu in Japan, Chaebol in South Korea, SOEs in China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam and family businesses throughout most of Asia, have often used related party transactions to their strategic advantage; many times in ways that appear to benefit minority shareholders, equity markets, and the economy as a whole. 163 These familycontrolled and state-controlled group companies in Asia have come to play a predominant role in the global equity markets -suggesting that these corporate group structures may be a key to Asia's economic success. 164 The overly simplistic view that RPTs per se are wealth reducing has also made its way into the legislation in at least one jurisdiction that chose to completely ban certain types of RPTs. A stark example of this occurred in an amendment to the Malaysian Companies Act, which resulted in the complete ban on a significant portion of RPTs with no consideration for whether 158 the RPTs were wealth reducing or wealth enhancing. 165 According to Philip TN Koh, this amendment went "too far" as it increased the cost of transactions to the extent that it would "curb entrepreneurial flair and efficiency". 166 Moreover, by completely banning altogether a large swath of RPTs, the amendment appears to have prevented some efficient deals from going forward and raised the cost of transactions. 167 Eventually, under strong pressure from the business community, the government repealed this ban on a significant portion of RPTs, which has been described as "convoluted, perplexing and confounding". 168 Taking another example of excessive stringency in RPT regulation, the company statute in India provided that material RPTs require a "majority of the minority" vote of shareholders through a special resolution, which mandates the support of shareholders holding 75% votes among those present and voting. 169 However, this was found to be cumbersome and often impractical to obtain, due to which the Government of India adopted a proposal to reduce the requirement to a simple majority vote (i.e., with the support of more than 50% votes among shareholders present and voting). 170 Likewise, the requirement of obtaining the approval of the audit committee for individual RPTs was found to be burdensome, due to which the possibility of an audit committee providing an omnibus approval for a transaction or series of transactions was introduced. 171 These moves have received acceptance of the business community in India. 172 The source of the overly simplistic view that RPTs per se are wealth reducing is grounded in the broader concept that controlling shareholders -particularly those who control a company through group structures with a minority of cash flow rights -necessarily use their control to extract private benefits at the expense of minority shareholders. 173 Put simply, the assumption that the extraction of private benefits of control is axiomatically bad for minority shareholders supports the view that RPTs per se are wealth reducing. This is because RPTs are commonly viewed as the most important way in which controlling shareholders extract private benefits of control -particularly in the case of controlling shareholders that have control rights in excess of cash flow rights. 174 Although the highly influential RPT Index is still based on the notion that RPTs per se are wealth reducing, this overly simplistic view has been called into question by a consensus that appears to have emerged among leading corporate law and governance scholars. Over a decade ago, Ronald Gilson in his seminal article "Controlling Shareholders and Corporate Governance: Complicating the Comparative Taxonomy" convincingly argued that jurisdictions with "good law" may have efficient controlling shareholders. 175 In doing so, he debunked the then conventional wisdom that controlling shareholders were axiomatically "bad" for corporate governance because they necessarily reduced the wealth of the company by extracting private benefits of control.
Today, the idea that controlling shareholders may in some contexts be more efficient than dispersed shareholders is an emerging trend among leading scholars. 176 Linked to this is an understanding that the extraction of private benefits of control may promote efficiency if the controlling shareholder produces benefits for the company as a whole in excess of its private benefits of control. Thus, allowing some private benefits to be extracted through RPTs may actually be wealth enhancing for the corporation as a whole. 177 More importantly, a general consensus has emerged in the academic literature that RPTs are not merely a device for controlling shareholders to extract private benefits of control. Indeed, there is now a body of research which clearly articulates and demonstrates how RPTs may produce many wealth enhancing benefits which may exceed the controlling shareholder's private benefits of control. 178 This consensus is reflected in the fact that no jurisdiction entirely bans all RPTs. It is also supported by the fact that group companies, in which RPTs are central, are playing an increasingly dominant role in global equity and product markets -especially those from Asia. 179 As explained above, Singapore is perhaps one of the best examples of a jurisdiction with such group companies. However, the fact that RPTs may provide benefits and, in turn, that stricter regulation of RPTs does not axiomatically equate to "good law" entirely escapes the RPT Index.
Concluding Remarks: The Academic Significance of RPTs in Commonwealth Asia
It is patently obvious that related party transactions in Commonwealth Asia are incredibly complex. It is also clear that this complexity is not captured by the World Bank's influential RPT Index.
The fact that factors as difficult to define as culture and rule of law may play as great a role as the formal corporate and securities laws in the operation of RPTs means that we cannot assume that a comparison of corporate and securities laws across jurisdictions will produce accurate results. In fact, we have seen in Commonwealth Asia that limiting the comparison to corporate and securities laws can be terribly misleading. In our Commonwealth jurisdictions, the comparison of the formal corporate and securities rules, which is the focus of the RPT Index, tells us a story of uniformly stellar regulation of RPTs -when in reality the formal similarity in the law is merely an articulation of the strength of the Commonwealth legal tradition in Commonwealth Asia. However, the actual function and impact of RPTs across our Commonwealth Asian jurisdictions paints a picture of incredible diversity. Understanding this diverse reality only becomes possible by examining factors beyond the traditional corporate and securities law toolkit for regulating RPTs.
The fact that different types of controlling shareholders are driven by different incentives means that we cannot assume that controlling shareholders will respond similarly to the same RPT regulations. It may be that different regulations are warranted for different types of controlling shareholders. If this is the case, understanding how each major type of controlling shareholder works will be important for each country's RPT law and a topic for future research.
180 This is another critical point of complexity that is entirely overlooked by the RPT Index.
The fact that RPTs may be wealth enhancing or wealth reducing depending on the particular context means that we cannot assume that stricter regulation of RPTs is necessarily better. In fact, we have seen in Commonwealth Asia that stricter regulation may sometimes be worse for corporate governance -something which academic theory now predicts. This confirmation of the current academic theory is important as the RPT Index is built on the erroneous assumption that stricter regulation of RPTs is necessarily better.
Understanding the obvious deficiencies in the RPT Index is important in practice because jurisdictions -especially developing ones -commonly look to it when reforming their laws. 181 This article suggests that jurisdictions should not expect to have a world leading RPT regulatory regime merely by adopting the laws which strengthen formal ex ante and ex post controls that result in a high ranking on the RPT Index. Rather, for jurisdictions to succeed in developing a successful RPT regulatory regime, they must understand the complexity of their own system and develop strategies to address those complexities.
As noted in the Introduction, the academic significance of this article is heightened by the fact that the RPT Index was developed based on the DLLS article. The methodology used to collect data for the World Bank's RPT Index was modeled on the DLLS article. 182 The criteria 180 Puchniak, supra note 151. 181 Sandefur & Wadhwa, supra note 34. 182 According to the 2018 DBR, the initial methodology for the RPT Index was developed in the DLLS article: WORLD BANK, supra note 4, at 96. measured in the Anti-Self-Dealing Index (ASD Index), which was the core data-set used in the DLLS article, closely mirrors the criteria in the RPT Index. 183 The hypothetical RPT distributed to corporate and securities lawyers each year in the 190 jurisdictions in the RPT Index is virtually identical to the one distributed in 2003 to corporate and securities lawyers from the 72 jurisdictions included in the ASD Index. 184 Given the similarities in the methodology and design of the two indices, it is unsurprising that Commonwealth Asia's leading economies rankings on the ASD Index largely track their rankings on the 2018 RPT Index. In the ASD Index, Singapore ranked 1 st , Hong Kong 2 nd , Malaysia 3 rd , and India 18 th out of 72 jurisdictions. 185 Singapore was the only jurisdiction in the ASD Index to receive a perfect score. 186 However, as noted earlier, we are unaware of a single successful suit -or even a single suit ever filed -by a minority shareholder against a director of a listed company in the history of Singapore in relation to self-dealing or for any other wrongdoing whatsoever. 187 This fact is even more astounding in light of the conclusion reached in the DLLS article that private enforcement is the key to successful RPT regulationwhich they suggest ultimately leads to successful financial markets and economic development. 188 In practice, however, in listed companies in Singapore private enforcement plays almost no role at all. In this respect, the situations in Hong Kong, Malaysia, and India broadly mirror that of Singapore. 189 DLLS mention in a footnote in their article that a "possible limitation of [the ASD Index] methodology is that the law on the books does not reflect the full legal environment, and that the practice of enforcement matters as much or more." 190 However, despite this caveat in a footnote, there is nothing in their empirical analysis that examines the extent to which any private ex ante or ex post self-dealing legal controls on the books are actually utilized in practice. Obviously, if the actual use and impact of legal controls was measured, Singapore would not rank 1 st out of the 72 jurisdictions in terms of private enforcement. To the contrary, it would likely rank extremely low as there does not appear to have been any private enforcement efforts in relation to self-dealing in any listed company in Singapore.
As the ASD Index used the same simplistic hypothetical as the RPT Index, it fails to account for the fact that the regulation of RPTs may need to be calibrated to account for different types of controlling shareholders being driven by different incentives -therefore requiring different types of regulation. DLLS acknowledge that in practice regulations "must take account of the fact that, in many countries, firms are organized in business groups with individual firms controlled by the same family while trading separately on the stock exchange, so that many intra-group transactions are potentially conflicted." 191 However, nothing in their empirical design, analysis, or core findings takes account of this factor or any other of the complexity that arises as a result of different types of shareholders. Indeed, there is no consideration of SOEs in the DLLS article at all. DLLS note that no jurisdictions examined for the ASD Index have banned RPTs. They posit that this is "perhaps because in many instances related-party transactions actually make economic sense". 192 However, like the RPT Index, there is nothing in the ASD Index that accounts for the fact that overly strict regulation of RPTs may be detrimental. To the contrary, the ASD Index is built on the assumption that the stricter the formal legal controls on RPTs the better. In fact, DLLS suggest that it may be beneficial to make RPT regulation so strict as to make corporate group structures, which rely on intra-group transactions as part of their business model, impracticable. 193 This illustrates the failure of the ASD Index to account for the normative complexity of RPTs which, as we have demonstrated, is critically important for understanding their regulation in Commonwealth Asia.
Also, like the RPT Index, the core focus of the ASD Index is the formal corporate and securities rules that are targeted towards regulating RPTs. Although DLLS use other crude measures as control variables to attempt to examine a few other factors which may influence RPT regulation, these non-corporate and non-securities law factors are peripheral to their analysis and are not included in the ASD Index. This suggests why the RPT Index, which was derived from the DLLS article, focuses on the corporate and securities laws that regulate RPTs.
The one finding in the DLLS article, which on the surface appears to resonate with our analysis, is that the common law legal heritage of the jurisdictions in Commonwealth Asia tends to account for their high ranking on the ASD Index. 194 As suggested earlier, we agree that the reason Commonwealth Asia's leading economies rank high on the ASD Index is because they have relied heavily on the UK and other Commonwealth countries in their legal developments and reforms. 195 However, we suggest that this explains only the high ranking on the ASD Index and does not have much explanatory value for the successes or failures of the regulation of RPTs in Commonwealth Asia -which is the opposite of what DLLS' juggernaut legal origins theory suggests.
In the end, the complexity of RPTs in Commonwealth Asia appears to make the RPT Index and the DLLS article of little use for properly understanding our Commonwealth Asian 191 Id. at 463. 192 Id. at 431. 193 Id. at 463. 194 See Appendix 2. 195 See text accompanying supra notes 71-80.
